Full Writings of Franklin Are Printed

Research Sum Hits New High

by Steven Friedman

More support is offered for the theory that cancer is caused by an agent in the environment. The National Cancer Institute has awarded $1.5 million to two groups of researchers for further study.

College, Theology Are Interrelated

by Derek S. B. Davis

Speaking on "The Place of Theology in the College of the Christian Life," Dr. R. W. L.蜜oare, president of the University of Chicago, said that the study of theology is essential for the development of the student's faith and understanding of the world.

Soviet Tactics Are The Same

by Julian D. Yanofsky

Russian tactics in the cold war and their similarity to policies in the past were discussed by Dr. R. W. L. Honey, president of the University of Chicago, and Dr. John D. Bayley, professor of history.

Six Men refuse to Sign Affidavit For NDEA Loan

by Barry Satow

Six students have refused to sign the loyalty oath and disclaimers required of all recipients of Federal loans under the National Defense Education Act and have received immediate dismissal from the University.
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Russian tactics in the cold war and their similarity to policies in the past were discussed by Dr. R. W. L. Honey, president of the University of Chicago, and Dr. John D. Bayley, professor of history.
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20 YEARS AFTER

Television on Trial

The television industry is beset with the crucial problem of its twenty-year history. The question of responsibility to the public—
one that has been raised before, but never with the dramatic effect associated with the quiz show scandals. Indeed, Charles Van Doren, a man intellectual with a Irving ton, is the whipping boy for a industry that had the whole United States public, including even the haggard television critics, lambasted. But since Van Doren got most of the glory two years ago, it seems only logical that he should be taking the lion's share of humiliation today.

And all the sensationalism, the basic purpose of the House subcommittee that has searched the scandal is to create. Its name is the Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight, and it is specifically charged with determining whether the Federal Communications Commission, which regulates the airwaves, should have done more policing when the charges of "fixing" were first raised. FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer has already indicated that there were no existing laws which could have en-abled the FCC to act, because there do not seem to have been any legal rules. It seems alarming that such wholesale deceit could have continued week after week, in what amounts to outright Fraud, and still be legal. But enacting new laws at the moment will not the problem a moral rather than legal one. It is a problem that the television industry must face, itself, since its cause is the maturity of the industry, and its leaders, will be measured by how well they overcome this crisis.

Why Xavier Cugat?

There is considerable doubt as to what value there is in hearing one coil contest after another recent his cts. Subcommittee chairman Jesse Harris (D-Ark) has a known tendency to seek headlines as well as facts. He will be doing on-air service his testimony. After Doerfer, Frank Stanton (CRS) and David Sarnoff (NBC) and through these men finding out just why so little moral integrity or supervision was exercised, and what will be done to prevent such happenings in the future. Charles Van Doren's impassioned com-plaints about interesting reading but it didn't provide any answers. Hell, I'm glad, Xavier Cugat, et al. might be just as guilty, but their testimony is unlikely to fill the subcommittees anything now.

It now seems plain that the only legal action awaiting Van Doren, '72 producer Dan Enright, and the others is possible perjury action for incorrect testimony given before the New York Grand Jury. (The Grand Jury testimony has never been made public.) However, in view of the "correc-tions" most of these men gave to New York DA Frank Hogan, and the bars they have suffered already by public defamations, it is unlikely any of them will actually go to jail.

The Networks Are Guilty

But it is in the overlap position of the television industry that has really suffered. FCC Chairman Doerfer takes a rather passive attitude on the matter. In U.S. News and World Report inter- view a few weeks ago, he said, "I don't think there's much wrong with TV. It's an infant industry and it's going through growing pains, the same as the infant media has to go over a period of years. It's a slag." In effect, Doerfer has exhorted the industry for the quiz scandals. Even if television is a young and growing industry, it has such a wide and deep effect on the American public that it must conduct itself with care. And if it can do this by itself, then so much the better stifling government regulation. But what has become perhaps the most outstanding phenomena of the '50s is no faulted its responsibility, especially considering its great influence. Whether the publicity generated by the quiz scandals will change this will have to be seen.

Network officials have already issued bland statements expressing their regret and alleged amanement. Frank Stanton acted a little foolishly by insisting that People to Person, one of TV's most entertaining programs, be announced as re-heard before each program. The real officials of television is the advertisers. They wield the power and must be ignored by a net-work official with a responsibility to stockholders. It seems unfortunate that this cannot be com-pared with responsibility to the viewers, and the public.

The Advertisers Are Responsible

It is incomprehensible that the advertisers had no idea what was going on with regard to quiz shows. They have no regard for public morals, or their, in an effort to sell, sell, sell. Their guide in

(Continued on page three)
LOYALTY OATH ISSUE RE-OPENED

Katie*^

$1000

SIX COLLEGES PROTESTED

PROVIDE OWN LOANS

NOW WANTED

ONE SPIDER

WANTED:

ALL INTERESTED SPIDERS (8-LEGGED VARIETY) REPORT TO THE PENNSYLVANIA PLAYERS, IRVINE AUDITORIUM

WANTED:

ONE SPIDER

WANTED:

ONE SPIDER

DO YOU CRAVE EXCITEMENT IN YOUR WORK? WANT CHALLENGE AND THE REWARDS THAT GO WITH IT? ARE YOU THE KIND OF GUY WHO DESPISES DULLNESS AND ROUTINE HUMDRUM?

THE PENNSYLVANIA PLAYERS, IRVINE AUDITORIUM

WINNER TO BE ANNOUNCED

KENNEDY-CLARK BILL

The Senate followed these arguments with a recommendation, passed by a 14- to 1 vote, that the University not accept any funds contingent upon execution of the affidavit and that it withdraw all applications for such funds. At the same time it passed several resolutions—most of them by unanimous voice vote—defining its protest against the affidavit provision and recommending forms of protest to the University administration.

A less-discussed side of the program is the provision for outright grants to graduate students. A grant to the school accompanies each graduate grant. The funds and don't matter: nevertheless Bryan Mawr does participate in this program.

The fight for repeal of the provision is in progress in the halls of Congress; Senator John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts introduced a bill for repeal re- signed by Senator Joseph Clark of Pennsyl- vania on January 30. Yet the Senate has taken no action, partly because senators have received little mail on the subject and because there has been no organized and effective lobby behind it.

In a letter to The Daily Pennsylvania Senator Clark wrote: "I regard this — provision of the National Defense Education Act as an affront to the young men and women who are the beneficiaries of that Act and utterly meaningless as a weapon against subversion."

Meanwhile the disinterested affidavit remains in force and the University continues to "pray for repeal with one hand while fighting with the other," as the Harvard Crimson said of its own university.

-Michael M. Baylson
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The following is an article from the Daily Pennsylvanian, "The fight for repeal of the affidavit provision is in progress in the halls of Congress; Senator John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts introduced a bill for repeal re- signed by Senator Joseph Clark of Pennsyl- vania on January 30. Yet the Senate has taken no action, partly because senators have received little mail on the subject and because there has been no organized and effective lobby behind it."

In a letter to The Daily Pennsylvania Senator Clark wrote: "I regard this — provision of the National Defense Education Act as an affront to the young men and women who are the beneficiaries of that Act and utterly meaningless as a weapon against subversion."

Meanwhile the disinterested affidavit remains in force and the University continues to "pray for repeal with one hand while fighting with the other," as the Harvard Crimson said of its own university.

-Michael M. Baylson
Army Victor In Heptagonals
Greene Of Army Wins Meet

by David B. Rogers

The Cadets of Army were on top of the kicks时髦 out of the first eleven runners. Sophomore sensation John Jones of Army finished sixth. As the other cadets took sixth, seventh and eighteenth places.

Pena Fares Poorly

The Quakers, running below par, finished ninth in the team competition. Captain Ernie Tracy who finished twentieth, was Penn’s first man. Boy Reining finished close behind, coming in twenty-second. The remaining five scorers for the Quakers were: Bob Riedel, who placed 30th; and Larry Riehman, who finished forty-fourth, fifty-fifth and fifty-sixth respectively.

McCarvill proved to be the best in the Ivy League, but they finished a weak second to Army, scoring 70 points as opposed to Army’s 81. Carroll and Bihlo led the Buffaloes as they finished in a tie for ninth place.

Lars and Lowe Star

The individual performances are true to predictions in this meet. Following Greens of Army; Tom Lars of Dartmouth finished second; Bobby Law of Brown finished third, fulfilling the experts’ predictions that it would be a close three-way battle between these boys.

Princeton was a surprise disappointment in the meet, as the Tigers finished eighth. Princeton could not find the depth to back up the five individual performances by the Olympic brothers.

Navy finished third, on the strength of a fine balance of scores. Following Navy, Brown finished a weak fourth. A fine effort by Brown was only offset to a lack of depth.

Carmell finished fifth, without having a man finish within the top fifteen, nor outside the top thirty. The remaining five teams in order of finish are: Dartmouth, Harvard, Pennsylvania, and Columbia.

Although both the teams and coaches Moscov fit over the day’s results, they are both hopeful and confident that Ernie Tracy and Ray Breiding will average this deficit when they represent the Quakers in the ICAs next week from today.

Inter-Dorm Grid Tourney Resumes This Afternoon

The Inter-Dorm Football Tourney resumes this afternoon with eight teams slated for action. Kick-off time is 4 o’clock on the big head.

In the first game Thomas Penn is scheduled to meet McIlhenny 4th. The second encounter will pit Dorm A “B” team against Dorm A “C” team. The Dorm A first team will meet Ricketts in the third contest. In the last game of the afternoon Chestnut will play Marple.

The 50th edition of the Inter-Dorm Football Tourney is being contested by 14 teams vying for the championship and will be the climax the number of the Inter-Fraternity Tournament. This game will decide the overall champion. The Inter-Dorm Tourney is run on a single elimination basis with each game lasting 40 minutes.

Sports Calendar

Varsity Football

Trenton...Columbia...Away
150 lb. Football
Friday—Columbia...Away
Varsity Soccer

Trenton—Columbia...Away
J. V. Soccer
Wednesday—Brownsfield...Mime
Freshman Soccer

Trenton—Columbia...Away
Cross Country

Trenton—West Chester...Away

Junior Varsity Soccer Tie Drexel JV
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Sport finished by the outstanding all-around performance of inside right Art Glenn and center forward Mac Ritchie, the Penn JV overcame a 2-1 fourth period deficit in the Drexel 2-2 on the Dragons rain-soaked field Friday.

Senior Art Bonen got the Red and Blue off to an early first quarter lead when he took a pass from outside left Dave Weimer to tally the initial goal of the afternoon.

Although the Quakers still had their 1-0 advantage at halftime, Drexel bounded back in the third period to knot the game at 1-1 when substitute center forward Tom Pochronas booted in a goal from 15 yards out.

The Dragons forged ahead of Penn 2-1 early in the final 20 minutes of play when outside left Don Greschak contributed a score from directly in front of the Red and Blue net.
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See the Big News for ‘60... Here By Popular Demand

RAMBLER AMERICAN 4-DOOR SEDAN
Lowest-Priced in America!

Don’t believe the hype. RAMBLER AMERICAN is the car America wants to drive. Get the same 100 inch wheelbase, same smooth and swift road handling at one-third the price. Get the same rugged dependability at one-third the price.

Get new 4-door convenience in the 100-inch wheelbase Rambler American for ’60. Save on price, on gas, on upkeep. Get highest resale value. Easiest to turn and park. At Rambler dealers now.

Drive the New Standard of Basic Excellence

SEE YOUR RAMBLER DEALER TODAY

RAMBLER AMERICAN PRICES
START AT

$1795

Get it while it’s hot. See your Rambler dealer for full details. And, of course, if you’re getting married and generally in love.
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Squash Soars Up; Football Sinks Fast
by Richard Lehman
College students may not agree, but football is on the way down, down. Squash is on the rise. In that order, are the two most popular of the Up sports, reports Brandon Birmingham in the latest issue of Sports Illustrated Magazine.

"An Up sport," declares Birmingham, "is a clean sport, a gentlemanly sport, but, more than anything else, it must be a casual sport. It must not take itself too seriously. This automatically disqualifies spectator racing, possibly the worst offender. "Generally speaking, any sport at which the spectators are called 'spectators' is an Up sport, and any sport at which the spectators show their approval by clapping, rather than cheering, is Up sport."

Football is not yet Down but is likely to come under attack in the near future. The Up List is the one that defines the Up Trend. It may never become a Down sport, certain evidence stating that it is beginning to lose in social standing. Football definitely Up in adult society. Down in Ivy League circles. "Poor, strictly for social climbers," Albert L. Williams.

Any sport unusual in popularity with a great percentage of the American public is Down. Baseball, the most popular sport, is, for no known reason the most Down. Any sport played in high school cannot be considered Up, except for several found at prep schools. These are: "formally" sports include wrestling, soccer, and hockey, among others. "Soccer where the contest is called a "match" rather than a "game" and the Up sports," declares the article. "Soccer where it isn't the oncourser who wins or loses, but how you play the game, that counts, and Up."

Weigel Talk
(Continued from page one)

"Sir Isaac Newton is struck by another great idea!"

It's What's Up Front That Counts

As sure as little apples, Newton knew that what goes up must come down.

But when it comes down to a really pleasurable filter cigarette, it's what goes up—in front of the filter, that is—that makes the difference! And there's where Winston had an inspired idea—Filter-Blend! Winston specially selects choice, mild tobaccos, then specially processes them for filter smoking. The result: Filter-Blend up front of a modern filter. That's what makes Winston a complete filter cigarette.

John Roberts
Class Rings
$33 plus tax

"Sherry's Ticket Office"
Choice Seats for Theatre — Sporting Events
Philadelphia — New York
201 S. 15th Street 5/6-2325

Sir Isaac Newton is struck
by another great idea!

PRE LAW SOCIETY
presents
EDWARD W. FURIA
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER
Topic: ROMANCE OF THE LAW
TUESDAY, NOV. 10 — 4 P.M. — E-8 DIETRICH HALL

Lick The Lions

AT LAST!

A DELIGHTFUL,
DE LUXE, TREASURY
OF PEANUTS!

PEANUTS
REVISITED

Favorites Old and New
by CHARLES M. SCHULZ
A perfect gift at
$2.95
now on sale at
all bookstores

along with PEANUTS • MORE PEANUTS • GOOD SEAT
MORE PEANUTS! • GOOD OL' CHARLIE BROWN • SNOOPY
YOU'RE OUT OF YOUR MIND • CHARLIE BROWN • SNOOPY
LOVE YOU, CHARLIE BROWN
KNEHART • New York
Step right into the SPACE AGE with one of the Great Names in Industry

Space age division of Ford Motor Company has unique opportunities for exceptional engineering and science graduates at new research and engineering center in Newport Beach, Southern California.

Here is why opportunities at AERONUTRONIC are so unique for young men—This is the first time in history that ground floor opportunities, together with such outstanding benefits, are open with one of the largest and most respected business enterprises in the world—Ford Motor Company. Aeronutronic, itself a young and growing organization, has definite need for young men with new ideas and a fresh approach to share in research and development work.

Who is Aeronutronic?
AERONUTRONIC was established in 1966 by Ford Motor Company to engage in research, development and manufacture of advanced systems and equipment for military and commercial purposes.

What is its major area of research?

What business does Aeronutronic have?
More than 40 government and commercial programs are currently in work—programs like SHILL/FLAG, the Army's new surface-to-air missile, FREDEN, for the Federal Aviation Agency and Range Planning Study for N.A.A. and Project "Mercenary.'

What kind of backing does Aeronutronic have?
Ford Motor Company resources provide the sound financial and diversified support for carrying out complete research, development and manufacturing operations—plus additional unlimited production support when needed.

What kind of facilities do they have?
Ultra-modern $22 million Engineering and Research Center is now under construction and already partially occupied. When completed in 1969, the new complex will have over eighty major structures totaling over one million square feet.

Is individual capability recognized?
Yes, Aeronutronic looks for and recognizes the capabilities and potential of its people. Match the capabilities of men with the problems to be done in a continuing goal at Aeronutronic.

If you are one of these forward-looking engineers or scientists who is serious about the future and a good start toward it, you already have some ideas of your own as to what you require in a career position. Jot down your needs and compare them with this unusual opportunity being offered by Ford Motor Company, one of the most outstanding in the industry. Then, take a few minutes to talk with the Aeronutronic representative about your interests and specialties and see what's at your campus.

AERONUTRONIC

NEWPORT BEACH • SANTA ANA • MAYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Six Refuse (Continued from page one)

... the University's oldest social fraternity, held initiation ceremonies for its new house at Locust and McAlpine Street at 11 Saturday morning. Attend the party were Gaylord P. Hartwell, president of the University, and John D. Harris, who offered the benediction.

The University held its last class of the year, 1870, Delta Phi had 134 members at 3445 Woodland Avenue since 1890. Its new building will be erected at 3409 Woodland Avenue, off McAlpine Street.

BELL ON COMMISSION: UNUSUAL

Delta Phi, having been organized as a class in 1890, Delta Phi has had 134 members at 3445 Woodland Avenue since 1890. Its new building will be erected at 3409 Woodland Avenue, off McAlpine Street.

OPTICAL REPAIRS—FRONT ST.

Optical repairs are best left to the experts. If your glasses need a touch up, turn them over to the experts at Delta Phi, Mr. W. F. Fisk, 1921. They even replace lenses.

TYPING—THERE'S MASTERS

You write them—type them—edit them. Why not, then, train yourself to do this profession at Delta Phi, Mrs. K. F. W. Fisk, 1921. Job training.

TYPING AND MIMEOGRAPHING—TOP CAREERS

You can train to be a fast typist and secretary at Delta Phi, Mrs. W. F. Fisk, 1921. It's the job for you, then, to train yourself now. It's the job for you, then, to train yourself now.

CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

Department 7

Wednesday, November 13, 1969

NOTICES

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
November 16
Talk to the Aeronutronic Staff Representative about your interests and specialties when he's here on campus. Register now with your school engineering placement bureau for an interview.

WHO NEEDS HELP?

Ford Motor Company's Kentucky Works department is seeking applicants to fill positions in the field of engineering. If you are interested in engineering and enjoy the excitement of building something new, we would like to talk to you. Positions are available in the following fields:

- Mechanical Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Civil Engineering

QUALIFICATIONS:

- A bachelor's degree in engineering from an accredited college or university is required. 
- Strong mathematical and analytical skills are essential.
- Good communication skills are desirable.
- Knowledge of computer-aided design (CAD) software is a plus.

If you are interested in this opportunity, please submit your resume to:

Ford Motor Company
Kentucky Works Department
P.O. Box 4300
Louisville, KY 40201

We look forward to hearing from you.

Classified Ads

THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN

LAMBERT MOTOR SCOOTERS

FOR SALE: 1960 CHEVY, four door wagon, automatic transmission, air conditioning, very good condition. Call Bill 3-6438.

TYPING—FIFTY YEARS EXPERIENCE
Talk to the best typists in the business. We have over fifty years of experience. Visit our showroom. 1201-1203 East.

TYPING & MIMEOGRAPHING FOR STUDENTS

CALL FOR PRICING ON COPIEING, MANUSCRIPT, ETC.

CAMPUS Wayne Hall

TYPING FOR MEN & WOMEN

NEW YORK EDITION

FOR EXCEPT TYPING—MEDIC.

ERRORS (MASTER'S, TYPINO AND MIMEOGRAPHING)

3445 Woodland Ave.

ERRORS (MASTER'S, TYPINO AND MIMEOGRAPHING)

3445 Woodland Ave.

A.R. TYPING—THERE'S MASTERS

3445 Woodland Ave.

DELTA PHI'S NEW HOUSE

Dedicated at Ceremony

at 11 Six Refuse

for the space age. Rapid and accelerating growth of Aeronutronic, the dynamic new division of Ford Motor Company, is creating unusual opportunities for young men who have chosen to specialize in one of the vital and challenging areas of aerospace science, tactical weapon systems, missile range systems, advanced electronics and communications, data processing and computer technology.

for the space age. Rapid and accelerating growth of Aeronutronic, the dynamic new division of Ford Motor Company, is creating unusual opportunities for young men who have chosen to specialize in one of the vital and challenging areas of aerospace science, tactical weapon systems, missile range systems, advanced electronics and communications, data processing and computer technology.

What kind of assignments can I expect?
Research, design, engineering and development positions are among exceptional graduate in fields of space science, tactical weapon, systems, electronics, communications, and computer and data processing sciences. (Specific qualifications are shown in our current openings booklet offered below.)

Where does Aeronutronic stand in R & D work?
Aeronutronic is a business-oriented organization, headed up by Ford Motor Company Vice-President, Gerard J. Lyons. We are the business, scientific and production managers experienced in the application of sound management principles.

Where is Aeronutronic located?
By the end of June, 1969, as an example, Aeronutronic will move from 12th to 6th place among prime sources for government R & D contracts.

What other benefits can I expect?
Aeronutronic's new facility is located on a 250-acre site overlooking the Santa and Pacific Oceans at Newport Beach in Southern California, the West's most ideal area for living, working and raising a family.

Aeronutronic employee benefits are considered the finest in the industry. These include savings programs, exceptional insurance and retirement plans, paid vacations, and growth opportunities, plus regular salary increases, and many other benefits equal to or better than the industry standard.

talk with the Aeronutronic representative about your interests and specialties and see what's at your campus. Or, for more information, send for our booklet "Career Opportunities for Engineers and Scientists." Write to: Aeronutronic, a division of Ford Motor Company, 12th and McAlpine Road, Newport Beach, California, Attention: Graduate Placement Dept. 118

A Division of FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Ford Road, Newport Beach, California

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

November 16

Talk to the Aeronutronic Staff Representative about your interests and specialties when he's at your campus. Register now with your school engineering placement bureau for an interview.

Who needs help?

Ford Motor Company is seeking engineers and scientists to fill positions in the following fields:

- Mechanical Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Civil Engineering

Qualifications:

- A bachelor's degree in engineering from an accredited college or university is required.
- Strong mathematical and analytical skills are essential.
- Good communication skills are desirable.
- Knowledge of computer-aided design (CAD) software is a plus.

If you are interested in this opportunity, please submit your resume to:

Ford Motor Company
Kentucky Works Department
P.O. Box 4300
Louisville, KY 40201

We look forward to hearing from you.

Engineering and Science Majors:

for the space age. Rapid and accelerating growth of Aeronutronic, the dynamic new division of Ford Motor Company, is creating unusual opportunities for young men who have chosen to specialize in one of the vital and challenging areas of aerospace science, tactical weapon systems, missile range systems, advanced electronics and communications, data processing and computer technology.
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